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ABSTRACT

A DATA SCIENCE PIPELINE FOR EDUCATIONAL DATA: A CASE STUDY
USING LEARNING CATALYTICS IN THE ACTIVE LEARNING CLASSROOM

Asuman Cagla Acun Sener
August 7, 2017

This thesis presents an applied data science methodology on a set of University
of Louisville, Speed School of Engineering student data. We used data mining and
classic statistical techniques to help educational researchers quickly see into the data
trends and peculiarities. Our data includes scores and information about two
Engineering Fundamental Class. The format of these classes is called an inverted
classroom model or flipped class. The purpose of this study is to analyze the data in
order to uncover potentially hidden information, tell interesting stories about the data,
examine student learning behavior and learning performance in an active learning
environment, including collaborative learning in a flipped classroom model.
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INTRODUCTION

Educational Data Mining (EDM) is defined by The Educational Data Mining
community website, www.educationaldatamining.org “as an emerging discipline,
concerned with developing methods for exploring the unique types of data that come
from the educational setting, and using those methods to better understand students,
and the settings which they learn in.” EDM develops methods and applies techniques
from statistics, machine learning, and data mining to analyze data collected during
teaching and learning. EDM tests learning theories and informs educational practice
[1]. Rather than the theory of learning, in this thesis, we focus on the computational
aspects of educational data mining, namely designing the data science pipeline that can
reveal patterns in education data.
Benjamin Franklin says “Tell me and I forget. Teach me and I remember. Involve
me and I learn.” That is the fundamental idea of the flipped classroom approach. Our
thesis presents the results of applying exploratory educational data mining on data of
student activities in a flipped classroom model.

1.1

Flipped Classroom
The flipped classroom is a pedagogical model in which the traditional lecture

and assignments of a course are reversed [2]. Bishop and Verleger [3], conducted an
extensive survey of the research on the flipped classroom and added more on the current
definition of the flipped classroom. They define the flipped classroom as an educational
technique that consists of two parts: interactive group learning activities inside the
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classroom, and direct computer-based individual instruction outside the classroom. A
graphic representation of this definition is shown in Figure 1.1.

Figure 1.1: Flipped Classroom [3]
The courses that we are concerned with in this thesis are Introductory Engineering
Fundamental Courses, whose course structure, based on the syllabus can be described
as follows [4] [5]:
The material in each unit is divided into multiple lessons. Each lesson has a
single corresponding assignment. Included in that lesson, are links to specific relevant
sections in the textbook, links to video lectures, and these are followed by a few practice
questions for the material in that lesson. Students are expected to read the sections in
the textbook and watch the videos, making notes as they go through the material. These
assignments have a due date, and students are expected to have read the chapter section
and watched the videos, and attempted the practice questions by the due date.
Completing these assignments means coming to class prepared, and class Readiness
Assessment Test (RATs) expect that students have completed the unit lesson for that
day.
Class meetings are centered on working problems in small groups. At the
beginning of each class meeting, students take a short Readiness Assessment Test
(RAT). The RAT includes basic questions. This is an individual work, and finishes in
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5 minutes. After the RAT, the instructor quickly reviews that day’s lesson material, and
then the remainder of the time, students work in small groups solving more difficult
problems related to that lesson or previous unit lessons.

1.2

Objectives of the Thesis
The main objective of this thesis is to analyze student activity data to uncover

potentially hidden information that can help tell data stories and help understand student
learning behavior and learning performance in an active learning environment and in
collaborative groups within a flipped classroom model.

1.3

Contributions
We propose a data science pipeline methodology to analyze and visualize raw

educational data, based on classical statistical methods such as factor analysis,
visualization methods such as heat maps, and machine learning algorithms such as
decision tree learning. Our biggest effort was on the data preparation phase which
started with raw data. This phase required understanding the domain and how the data
is related to its context. Many iterations were also required while generating
visualizations in order to reveal useful information.

1.4

Organization of the Thesis
The remainder of this thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 provides a literature

review of our applied methodology and related work. Chapter 3 continues with the
methodology which are followed by the experimental results are presented in Chapter
4. Finally, Chapter 5 summarizes the results.
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LITERATURE REVIEW
In this chapter, we present a brief review of the methods that are used in our data
science pipeline.

2.1

Exploratory Factor Analysis
Exploratory factor analysis (EFA) is a statistical method used to uncover the

underlying structure of a relatively large set of variables [6]. Factor analysis could be
described as orderly simplification of interrelated measures. Traditionally, factor
analysis has been used to explore the possible underlying structure of a set of
interrelated variables without imposing any preconceived structure on the outcome [7].
To determine the number of factors, Cattell [8] introduced scree plots, which are
visual tools used to help determine the number of important components or factors in
multivariate settings, such as principal component analysis and factor analysis. The
scree plot is examined for a natural break between the large eigenvalues and the
remaining small eigenvalues.
After applying EFA, factor loadings need to be rotated to become interpretable
[9]. There are two main factor rotation methods; orthogonal rotation and oblique
rotation. An orthogonal rotation assumes that the factors are uncorrelated, while an
oblique rotation assumes that factors are correlated [10].
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2.2

Visual Data Analysis
Bar charts, histograms, scatter plots, social network graphs, stream graphs, tree

maps, gratt charts, heat maps, and correlation plots are different techniques used for
data visualization [11].
“Visual data analysis is a way of discovering and understanding patterns in large
datasets via visual interpretation. It is used in the scientific analysis of complex
processes. Visual data analysis is an emerging field, a blend of statistics, data mining,
and visualization that promises to make it possible for anyone to sift through, display,
and understand complex concepts and relationships” [1].

2.3

Decision Tree
Decision tree learning is a method for approximating discrete-valued target

functions, in which the learned function is represented by a decision tree [12]. Most of
the decision tree algorithms developed from ID3, which is developed by Ross Quinlan
[13]. Decision tree J48, which we used in our research, is the implementation of
algorithm ID3 developed by the WEKA project team [14].
In pseudo code, the general algorithm for building decision trees is [15]:
1. Check for the above base cases.
2. For each attribute a, find the normalized information gain ratio from
splitting on a.
3. Let a_best be the attribute with the highest normalized information gain.
4. Create a decision node that splits on a_best.
5. Recur on the sub lists obtained by splitting on a_best, and add those nodes
as children of node.
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2.4

Related Work
Based on the meta-analysis research paper [16], the authors found that the most

popular techniques for educational data mining (EDM) were: clustering, followed by
classification, sequential pattern mining, prediction, and association rule analysis. Also,
Baker [17] divides EDM research in the following general categories: prediction,
clustering, relationship mining, discovery with models, and distillation of data for
human judgment.
Specifically, for flipped classroom data analysis, several efforts have been
reported [18] [19]. They are mainly focused on comparing student scores of flipped
classroom and traditional class methods for the same department and same course, and
they are mostly engineering departments [20]. Also, some of them use student feedback
for data analysis [21] [22] [23].

2.5

Summary
In this chapter, we reviewed background on exploratory factor analysis,

visualization and decision trees, because of their relevance to our work. We concluded
with existing work in educational data mining. In the next chapter, we will present our
data science pipeline on educational data.
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METHODOLOGY
In this chapter, we present the different steps of our data science pipeline.
3.1

Data Science Pipeline
Figure 3.1: Data Science Pipeline depicts the general flow and stages of our

methodology, which includes four major stages.

Figure 3.1: Data Science Pipeline
3.1.1

Preprocessing

Before we analyzed the data, we performed the following data preprocessing steps:
•

Data Cleaning: We removed the features that we will not use in our analysis.

•

Dealing with Missing Values: There are a small number of N/A values. We
filled them with zero, which makes sense because if there is no score, this means
that the student did not participate in the test.
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•

Numerical to Nominal: We converted attributes’ numerical values to nominal
values before building decision trees.

•

Normalization: We experimented with centering our data to a zero mean (the
mean for the entire class for one activity or exam). Normalized values allow the
comparison between different scores in terms of how they are changing relative
to each activity’s class average.

•

Discretization: We discretized values by mean to obtain more accurate results
from the prediction model.

3.1.2

Exploratory Factor Analysis (EFA)
To apply EFA, we used the R language, because its libraries supporting EFA

were preferable to Python. The R libraries that used are readxl, ggplot2, psych, corrplot,
and GPArotation. We used the oblique rotation method to rotate factor loadings.

3.1.3

Visualization
To visualize our data, we used Python, which is a very popular programming

language especially for data science [24]. Histograms, boxplots, and mainly heat maps
were created in our study. The following libraries are used: pandas, matplotlib pyplot,
ggplot, plotly, numpy, scipy stats, and seaborn.

3.1.4

Feature Engineering
Feature engineering is used when building predictive models where we clearly

have an outcome to predict (a discrete class label or continuous variable). Feature
engineering can also help in unsupervised learning and preliminaries exploratory
analysis to allow us to dig stories that may be hidden within the data such as whether
there are distinct groups, trends, or correlations. It can also help us build more
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meaningful visualizations. After exploratory factor analysis and visual data analysis,
we constructed new features that we confirmed, and then built decision tree models to
predict the final score.

3.2

Summary
In this chapter, we presented our methodology for the data science pipeline. In the

next chapter, we will present our experimental results based on our education data sets.
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EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

4.1

IRB Statement
This research was approved by the Institutional Review Board at our institution.

An independent evaluator monitored the research to ensure that students assigned to the
control group received fair treatment, despite having spacing withheld from their
instructional plan in Introductory Calculus for Engineers.

4.2

Data Sets
Our data sets include the following information about a set of students at University

of Louisville, Speed School of Engineering.

4.3

•

Key features of students [student id, gender and ACT math score],

•

Scores of the Introductory Calculus for Engineers Course 1,

•

Scores of the Introductory Calculus for Engineers Course 2.

Student Demographics
In our dataset, the total number of students is 190, including 43 females and 147

males. In our classes, the number of males is almost three times higher than the number
of females. Also, 77% of the students are males and 23% of the students are females.
This distribution is depicted in Figure 4.1: Histogram of gender; F is female, M is male
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Figure 4.1: Histogram of gender; F is female, M is male

Figure 4.2: Histogram of ACT math scores
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Figure 4.3: Histogram of ACT math score without missing scores (NA) and
zeroes

Figure 4.4: Histogram of ACT math scores grouped by gender
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Figure 4.5: Violin plot of ACT math scores grouped by gender
We can see in Figure 4.2 that almost half of the student scores are not available. For the
known values, Figure 4.3, shows scores that are mainly distributed in the range [24-30]
and 14% of the student have the highest score range in [33-36]. In
Figure 4.4 and Figure 4.5, male students are seen to have higher average ACT math
score than females. This visualization, called violin plot, is structured as follows: The
thick black bar in the center represents the interquartile range, the thin black line
extended from it represents the 95% confidence intervals, and the white dot is the
median.

4.4

The Introductory Calculus for Engineers Course 1
The Course 1 dataset has [97 rows x 335 columns] corresponding to 91 students

with 335 attributes of combined homework, class activities, and exams scores,
including for some of the scores, their date and time spent.
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4.4.1

EFA for Course 1
We divide this section into three parts as follows:
1. Homework and lesson assignments,
2. Class activities, and
3. Exams.
In the following subsections, we present our exploratory factor analysis (EFA)

results.

4.4.1.1 Homework Assignments
In this section, we present our exploratory factor analysis results for homework
assignments.

Figure 4.6: Scree Plot of Course 1 Homework
From the scree plot in Figure 4.6, we observe that there are three significant
factors over 41 variables in homework scores.
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Figure 4.7: Factor Loadings of Homework Assignment Scores of Course 1

Table 1: Factors of Homework Scores of Course 1
Factor 1
Factor 2
Factor 3

Homework Unit 1 to 3
Homework Unit 3 to 7
Homework Unit 7 to 13

4.4.1.2 Class Activities
In this section, we present our exploratory factor analysis results for in-class
activities.
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Figure 4.8: Scree Plot of Course 1 Class Activities

Table 2: Factors of Course 1 Class Activities
Factor 1
Factor 2

Class Activities Unit 8 to 13
Class Activities Unit 1 to 7

The scree plot, shown in Figure 4.8, reveals two factors. Table 2 shows that
Factor 1 includes the last 6 units which range between Units 8-13, while Factor 2
includes the first 7 unit activities. If we look closely at the factor loadings, we can see
that the most significant attributes are in factor 1 and they are the reviews of each unit.
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Figure 4.9: Factor Loadings for Class Activities of Course 1
4.4.1.3 Exams
In this section, we present our exploratory factor analysis results for exam
scores.
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Figure 4.10: Scree Plot of Course 1’s Homework
From the scree plot in Figure 4.10, we observe that there are two significant
factors over 26 variables in the data set. Table 3 shows that these factors are: Units up
to Unit 7 and units after Unit 7, respectively.

Table 3: Factors of Exams of Course 1
Factor 1
Factor 2

Exams Unit 1 to 7
Exams Unit 7 to 13
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Figure 4.11: Factor Loadings for Exams of Course 1
4.4.2

Visual Data Analysis for Course 1
We separated this section into three parts as follows:
1. Homework
2. Class activities
3. Exams
In the next subsections, we present all related visualizations.

4.4.2.1 Homework
In this section, we present visualizations related to homework and lesson
assignments. To facilitate interpreting each visualization, we attempt to summarize its
analysis within its own caption, rather than in the main text.
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Figure 4.12: Course 1 Homework Scores of All Students.
In Figure 4.12, a downward trend can be observed within most units as content
advances within the unit. In only one case, the downward trend continues to the
consecutive unit (from Unit 1 to Unit 2). In all other cases, the trend is reversed with
the next unit which restarts at a higher level (e.g., Unit 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13).
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Figure 4.13: Homework Scores of Course 1 in columns vs students in rows.
Data is centered to a zero mean, which is shown in yellow color in the heat map. Thick
white lines separate each unit. Column names: HW is homework; U X is for Unit X; L
Y is Lesson Y. Raw scores range from 0 to 1. This visualization shows that there are
three types of student performance levels based on homework scores; high level (scores
above 0.6), average level (scores around zero), and low level (scores below -0.3).
Students tend to maintain their performance level throughout the semester. If a student
does well on homework, they keep up with the high level and vice versa, which is a
different trend compared to class activity and exam scores.
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Figure 4.14: Homework Scores of Course 1 in columns vs students in rows.
Data is not normalized. Column names: HW is homework; U X is for Unit X; L Y is
Lesson Y. Raw scores range from 0 to 1. Black color is a score of 0. This visualization
helps distinguish between zero (shown in black) and very low scores. Students who do
not attend the lessons fall into two different types: The first type do not do the
homework, while the second type attempts/tries to do so, but still get very low scores.
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Figure 4.15: Homework Scores of Course 1 in columns vs students in rows.
Data is centered to a zero mean, which is yellow color in the heat map. Column names:
HW is homework; U X is for Unit X; L Y is Lesson Y. Raw scores range from 0 to 1.
The black line separates gender; the first part is for female students and the second part
is for male students. This visualization shows us that there is no significant difference
in homework scores between female and male students.
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Figure 4.16: Homework Scores of Course 1 in columns vs students in rows.
Data is not normalized. Column names: HW is homework; U X is for Unit X; L Y is
Lesson Y. Raw scores range from 0 to 1. The blue line separates gender; the first part
is for female students and the second part is for male students. This visualization helps
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us distinguish between zero and very low scores. When considering zero, there is no
significant difference between female and male students.
4.4.2.2 Class Activities
In this section, we present all visualizations related to class activities.

Figure 4.17: Course 1 Class Activity Scores of All Students. In some cases,
(Unit 2, Unit 10) students start with a low activity score in a new unit then improve,
and the get worse.
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Figure 4.18: Class Activity Scores of Course 1in columns vs students in rows.
Data is centered to a zero mean, which is yellow color in the heat map. Thick white
lines separate each unit. U X is for Unit X; L Y is Lesson Y. Scores range from 0 to 1.
In this visualization, we see that from unit 1 to 13 red color becomes darker to lighter
color and greens are opposite of the red; they become lighter to darker. From this score
change, we understand that class activities become more difficult than the previous unit
and student performance reduced.
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Figure 4.19: Class Activity Scores of Course 1 in columns vs students in rows.
Data is centered to a zero mean, which is yellow color in the heat map. Normalization
makes the comparison meaningful mainly along one column. Comparison of one
student’s scores across different units is only meaningful for the student score evolution
relative to the class average in each of those units, rather than an absolute comparison
of the scores. Thick white lines separate each unit. The black line separates gender; the
first part is for female students and the second part is for male students. U X is for Unit
X; L Y is Lesson Y. Scores range from 0 to 1. Female students attend lessons more than
male students. They get higher scores in class activity assignments. The scores (relative
to class average) tend to improve in later units.
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Figure 4.20: Class Activity Scores of Course 1 in columns vs students in rows.
Data is not normalized. Thick white lines separate each unit. U X is for Unit X; L Y is
Lesson Y. Scores range from 0 to 1. Red color in the heat map represents a score of
zero which means the student is absent. There is an advantage of not normalizing this
data, since we can clearly see absences. Class Activity score can be only [0;0.6;0.8;1].
If the student attends lessons, even with low score in the activity, he/she gets mostly
above 0.8, a score of 0.6 is rare. This visualization depicts the attendance of students.
Almost half of the students do not attend the class regularly.
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Figure 4.21: Class Activity Scores of Course 1 in columns vs students in rows.
Data is not normalized. Thick white lines separate each unit. The black line separates
gender; the first part is for female students and the second part is for male students. U
X is for Unit X; L Y is Lesson Y. Scores range from 0 to 1. Red color in the heat map
is equal to zero which means the student is absent. There is an advantage of not
normalizing this data. Class Activity score can be only [0; 0.6; 0.8; 1]. If the student
attends the class, even with low score in the activity, he/she gets mostly above 0.8, a
score of 0.6 is rare. This visualization depicts the attendance of students. Absences
increase after Unit 7, which is in the middle of the semester and is close to the last date
to drop the course in the semester. Clearly, female students attend lessons more than
male students. Male students do not attend lessons continuously and regularly.

4.4.2.3 Exams
In this section, we present all visualizations related to exam scores.

Figure 4.22: Course 1 Exam Scores. In general, exam scores decrease as the
units advance.
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Figure 4.23: Exams Scores of Course 1 in columns vs students in rows. Data is
not normalized. Exam X is for Unit X. There are two parts of exams in each unit; P1 is
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part 1, P2 is part 2. Scores range from 0 to 1. The Black color is a score of 0 which
means the student was absent. This visualization shows that students with consecutive
absences drop out of the class; and he/she either does not attend or fails in the final
exam. Overall drop out ratio is 1 in 5.58 students and 16% of the whole class. Most
students drop after Unit 7. We can also see how in most cases; exam scores decrease
after absences in previous exams.
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Figure 4.24: Exams Scores of Course 1 in columns vs students in rows. Data is
centered to a zero mean, which is yellow color in the heat map. Exam X is for Unit X.
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There are two parts of exams in each unit; P1 is part 1, P2 is part 2. Scores range from
0 to 1. This visualization shows that students with scores below the average tend to get
scores below the average in the final exam. By combining this plot with Figure 4.23,
we can say that when we divide the semester into two parts, namely before and after
Unit 7, there are three kinds of student behavior. The first type (Example: students 8,
40 and 78) perform below average in the first part of the semester, and get very low
scores or drop the course. The second type (Example: students 1, 2, and 4) perform
below average in the first part of the semester, but get better scores after Unit 7 when
compared with the first part of the course. We can say that by the middle of the
semester, student behavior may have changed and this has an impact on whether they
pass the class or fail. Another student type gets a score above average and experiences
continuous success; these correspond to the greener scores in the heat map.
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Figure 4.25: Exams Scores of Course 1 in columns vs students in rows. Data is
centered to a zero mean, which is yellow color in the heat map. Exam X is for Unit X.
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There are two parts of exams in each unit; P1 is part 1, P2 is part 2. Scores range from
0 to 1. The black line separates gender; the first part is for female students and the
second part is for male students. In addition to other plots, this visualization shows that
male students tend to fail the class more than females. 1 in 7.6 female students drop the
class; on the other hand, 1 in 5.5 male students drop this class. Overall drop out ratio is
1 in 5.58 students and 16% of the whole class. Also, with the exception of students who
end up dropping the class, there is an improvement trend in scores towards later exams:
The right side of the plot shows greener and less orange cells than the left side.

4.5

The Introductory Calculus for Engineers Course 2
The Introductory Calculus for Engineers Course 2 data, corresponds to 100

students with 297 attributes, consisting of combined homework, lesson assignments,
class activity, and exam scores.

4.5.1

EFA for Course 2
In this section, we present the exploratory factor analysis results for all scores.

4.5.1.1 All Scores

Figure 4.26: Scree Plot of Course 1
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From the scree plot in Figure 4.26, we observe that there are two significant
factors over 102 variables in the data set for students who took Course 1. Class activities
and exams are grouped into factor 1; while homework assignments and lesson
assignments are grouped into factor 2.

Table 4: Scree Plot of All Scores for Course 1
Factor 1
Factor 2

Class activities and exams
Homework and lesson assignments
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Figure 4.27: Factor Loadings All Scores of Course 1
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4.5.2

Visual Data Analysis for Course 2

We separated this section into four parts as follows:
1. Homework and lesson assignments,
2. Class activities,
3. Exams, and
4. All scores.
In the following subsections, we present all related visualizations.
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4.5.2.1 Homework and Lesson Assignments

Figure 4.28: Boxplots of Course 2 Homework and Lesson Assignments of All
Students. The red line is the median and the red triangle is mean. Scores range between
0 and 1. This boxplot supports all inferences that we made in the heat maps.
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Figure 4.29: Heat Map of Homework and Lesson Assignments Scores of Course
2 in columns vs students in rows. Data is centered to a zero mean, which is yellow color
in the heat map. U X is for Unit X; L Y is Lesson Y; HW/K is homework. Raw scores
range from 0 to 1. Vertical white lines separate each unit. This visualization shows us
that students tend to maintain their performance level. There is significant no change
across units. However, we clearly observe that throughout Unit 1-6, there is a difference
between homework scores and lesson assignments. From lesson assignments to
homework, the color changes light orange to light green. This means that students have
better performance in homework than the lesson assignments. Also, this shows that
students have better performance on homework after working in class collaboratively
on the same topic.
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Figure 4.30: Heat Map of Class Activity Scores of Course 2 in columns vs
students in rows. Data is not normalized. U X is for Unit X; L Y is Lesson Y; CA is
class activity. Scores range from 0 to 1. Black color in the heat map is equal to zero
which means the student is absent. There is an advantage of not normalizing this data.
Class Activity score can be only [0; 0.6; 0.8; 0.9; 1]. If the student attends the class,
even with low score in the activity, he/she scores minimum 0.6. This visualization
shows the attendance of students and shows clearly consecutive absences.
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Figure 4.31: Heat Map of Homework and Lesson Assignment Scores of Course
2 in columns vs students in rows. Data is not normalized. U X is for Unit X; L Y is
Lesson Y; HW/K is homework. Scores range from 0 to 1. Black cells represent a score
of zero. Vertical white lines separate each unit. We see from the heat map that Unit 3
Lesson 6-7 and Unit 5 Lesson 2-5 are the hardest lessons for the majority of students.
Also, students performed better in Unit 6, which is the last unit, than any other unit. We
also observe how in several units, e.g. Unit 5, the homework scores are significantly
better than the Lesson scores, and that the last lesson score before a homework score
tends to be the lowest compared to preceding lesson scores in the same unit.
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Figure 4.32: Heat Map of Homework and Lesson Assignments Scores of Course
2 in columns vs students in rows. Data is centered to a zero mean, which is shown in
yellow color in the heat map. U X is for Unit X; L Y is Lesson Y; HW/K is homework.
Vertical white lines separate each unit. The blue line separates gender; the first part is
for female students and the second part is for male students.. Horizontal purple lines
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separate students who took the flipped class [Course 1] before (within the same gender)
from those who did not. The first part, above the purple line in the same gender group,
are the students who took the flipped class before and the second part (below the purple
line) did not take the flipped class prior to this class. This heat map clearly shows that
female students have better performance than male students in homework. When we
consider each gender separately, and compare scores depending on whether the flipped
class had been taken before, we notice that for males, there is no difference; however,
within the female group, those students who did not take the flipped class before, seem
to have better performance than the group who did take the flipped class before.
However, the sample size is too small for any meaningful conclusion. Also, students
who did not take the flipped class before are actually retaking the class.
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Figure 4.33: Heat Map of Homework and Lesson Assignments Scores Course
2 in columns vs students in rows. Data is not normalized. U X is for Unit X; L Y is
Lesson Y; HW/K is homework. Black cells are equal to zero. Vertical white lines
separate each unit. The blue line separates gender; the first part is for female students
and the second part is for male students. The horizontal purple line separates those who
took the flipped class [Course 1] before from those who did not within the same gender.
The first part above the purple line took the flipped class and the second part did not
take it. This heat map helps us to distinguish a zero from a low score. By not
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considering the zero scores, in Unit 3 Lesson 6-7, most of the students have the lowest
scores in lesson assignments compared to the other units. This shows that they may
have had a hard time understanding these topics by themselves. When we check the
homework score, which is due after the class meeting, they performed better compared
to the lesson assignment. Also, we see that the same trend happened in Unit 5. This
specific example may show the impact of collaborative learning.
4.5.2.2 Class Activities

Figure 4.34: Boxplots of Course 2 Class Activity Scores of All Students. Unit
1-2 have higher average than unit 3-6. For all scores, the mean is lower than the median.
The distribution is skewed to the left. There are major outliers in the left tail, which are
absences.
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Figure 4.35: Class Activity Scores of Course 2 in columns vs students in rows.
Data is not normalized. U X is for Unit X; L Y is Lesson Y; CA is class activity. Scores
range from 0 to 1. Vertical white lines separate each unit. The black line separates
gender; the first part is for female students and the second part is for male students. The
horizontal blue line separates those who took the flipped class [Course 1] before from
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those who did not within the same gender. Dark red color in the heat map is equal to
zero which means the student is absent. There is an advantage of not normalizing this
data. Class Activity score can be only [0; 0.6; 0.8; 0.9; 1]. If the student attends the
class, even with low score in the activity, he/she scores a minimum of 0.6. This
visualization shows the attendance pattern of students and shows clearly consecutive
absences. Course 2 is a course that students took in their second year of school, so when
we compare the students of Course 2 with the students of Course 1 by their class activity
scores, we see that the students of Course 2 established their own pace and
characteristics, which is different than how they did in the Course 1. There was no
female student that made more than three consecutive absences and there were no
withdrawed female students either. Female students have a higher participation rate
compared to male students. Also, the statements that we made for homework apply for
the class activities.
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4.5.2.3 Exams

Figure 4.36: Boxplots of Course 2 Exam Scores of All Students. Red line is the
median and the red triangle is the mean. Scores range between 0 to 1. This boxplot
supports all inferences that we made in the heat maps. The lowest score exam is the
midterm. The average exam scores range in [0.45 to 0.7].
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Figure 4.37: Heat Map of Final Scores of Course 2 in columns vs students in
rows. Data is centered to a zero mean, which is yellow color in the heat map

Figure 4.38: Heat Map of Final Scores of Course 2 in columns vs students in
rows. Data is centered to a zero mean, which is yellow color in the heat map. The blue
line separates gender; the first part is for female students and the second part is for male
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students. The horizontal purple line separates those who took the flipped class [Course
1] before from those who did not within the same gender. This heat map shows that
female students perform better that male students in exams. When we consider for each
gender whether the flipped class is taken before or not; for males there is no difference,
however the female group, who did not take the flipped class before, seem to do better
than the group who took the flipped class. However, this may be due the small sample
size and the association of retakes with not taking the flipped class before.
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Figure 4.39: Heat Map of Final Scores of Course 2 in columns vs students in
rows. Data is not normalized. Black cells are equal to zero. This heat map helps us
distinguish a zero from a low score. In this visualization, we can see the drop outs.
Overall, the dropout rate is 16%, which the same as Course 1.

Figure 4.40: Heat Map of Final Scores of Course 2 in columns vs students in
rows. Data is not normalized. Black cells are equal to zero. The blue line separates
gender; the first part is for female students and the second part is for male students. The
horizontal purple line separates those who took the flipped class [Course 1] before from
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those who did not within the same gender. This heat map helps us distinguish a zero
from a low score. In this visualization, we can also see drop outs. There is no drop out
in females; in males it is 1 in 6 students. Also, the dropout rate does not change in both
groups regardless of having taken the flipped class before.

4.5.2.4 All Scores

Figure 4.41: Boxplots of All Scores Grouped by Gender for Course 2. F is
female; M is male. We use these boxplots to confirm findings in the heat maps.
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Figure 4.42: Heat Map of All Scores of Course 2 in columns vs students in rows.
Data is centered to a zero mean, which is yellow color in the heat map. U X is for Unit
X; L Y is Lesson Y; HW is homework; CA is class activities. Vertical blue lines
separate each unit. In Unit 1 to 6, the overall colors change from light orange to light
green. This means that students, except for dropouts, gain performance throughout the
semester.
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Figure 4.43: Heat Map of All Scores of Course 2 in columns vs students in rows.
Data is not normalized. U X is for Unit X; L Y is Lesson Y; HW is homework; CA is
class activities. Vertical blue lines separate each unit. This heat map helps us distinguish
a zero from a low score.
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Figure 4.44: All Scores of Course 2 in columns vs students in rows. Data is not
normalized. U X is for Unit X; L Y is Lesson Y; HW/K is homework; CA is class
activities. Vertical blue lines separate each unit. The red line separates gender; the first
part is for female students and the second part is for male students. The horizontal
yellow line separates those who took the flipped class [Course 1] before from those
who did not within the same gender. White color is equal to zero. This heat map helps
us distinguish a zero from a low score.
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Figure 4.45: All Scores of Course 2 in columns vs students in rows. Data is not
normalized. U X is for Unit X; L Y is Lesson Y; HW is homework; CA is class
activities. Black cells are equal to zero. Vertical blue lines separate each unit. The white
line separates gender; the first part is for female students and the second part is for male
students. The horizontal purple line separates those who took the flipped class [Course
1] before from those who did not within the same gender. This heat map helps us
distinguish a zero from a low score. In this visualization, we can see that among female
students there is only one student with consecutive zero scores (which is 4). On the
other hand, among male students, whether they took a flipped class before or not, they
have many consecutive zeroes.
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Figure 4.46: Heat map All Scores of Course 2 in columns vs students in rows.
Data is centered to a zero mean, which is yellow color in the heat map. U X is for Unit
X; L Y is Lesson Y; HW is homework. Vertical blue lines separate each unit. The black
line separates gender; the first part is for female students and the second part is for male
students. The horizontal purple line separates those who took the flipped class [Course
1] before from those who did not within the same gender. This heat map clearly shows
us female students perform significantly better than male students. When we consider
each gender depending on whether the flipped class was taken before or not; for males
there is no difference, however the female group who did not take the flipped class
before, perform better than the group who took the flipped class. Overall, female
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students who did not take the flipped class before are the most successful group in the
class. It is a very interesting implication. When we ask why, we cannot say that they
are successful because they took a similar concept course before. We do not think that
is by chance. By making an educated guess, we may say that this successful female
group might be close friends. We checked their student IDs and they all started school
in year while other female students started school a year before, which supports our
idea.

Figure 4.47: Heat Map of All Scores of Course 2 in columns vs students in rows.
Data is centered to a zero mean, which is yellow color in the heat map. Vertical blue
lines separate each unit. Horizontal black line separates that is the flipped class [Course
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1] taken before or not by gender. First part of the line took the flipped class and second
part did not take it. This heat map shows us that there is no difference between students
who took a flipped class before or not.

Figure 4.48: All Scores of Female Students in Course 2 in columns vs students
in rows. Data is centered to a zero mean, which is yellow color in the heat map. Vertical
blue lines separate each unit. The horizontal black line separates those who took the
flipped class [Course 1] before from those who did not. We normalized the scores just
for females to clearly see the effect of the being familiar with the flipped class. We
confirm that not taking a flipped class before does not affect student success negatively.
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Figure 4.49: All Scores of Male Students in Course 2 in columns vs students in
rows. Data is centered to a zero mean, which is yellow color in the heat map. Vertical
blue lines separate each unit. The horizontal black line separates those who took the
flipped class [Course 1] before from those who did not. The first part above the line
took the flipped class and the second part did not take it. We normalized the scores just
for male to clearly see the effect of being familiar with the flipped class model. We
confirm that not taking a flipped class before does not affect student success.
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Figure 4.50: All Scores Clustered by Each Unit Activity. Normalized data.

Table 5: Clusters for k=3
Cluster 1 Lesson Assignments(LA) Unit 1 to 4
Cluster 2 LAs Unit 5-6, Exams and HW scores
Cluster 3 Class Activity scores

Table 6: Clusters for k=5
Cluster 1 Lesson Assignments(LA) Unit 1 to 4
Cluster 2 LAs Unit 5-6 and Exams
Cluster 3 HW scores
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Cluster 4 Mixed Combination of Class Activity scores
Cluster 5 Mixed Combination of Class Activity scores

We clustered all scores for k=3 and k=5. Homework and exams are in the same cluster
(Cluster 2, for K=3). That shows the significance of the homework. Also, LA Unit 1-4 and LA
Unit 5-6 are in different clusters. We confirm this by the correlation plot.

4.5.3

Feature Engineering for Course 2
In this section, we constructed new features to predict the final score by building

decision trees.

4.5.3.1 Constructed Dataset 1
In dataset 1; we calculated the mean of all scores that a student gets before each
exam, then we used it as a variable. As seen in Figure 4.51, UnitX_mean is the average
of all scores in Unit X, except the exam score. We applied this method to all units, and
created a new dataset.
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Figure 4.51: Histogram of Constructed Dataset 1
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Figure 4.52: Box Plot of Constructed Dataset 1 for Course 2. Score means are
very close to the exam score of that unit.
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Figure 4.53: Heat Map of Constructed Dataset 1. Raw data. Black cells are equal
to zero.
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Figure 4.54: Correlation Plot of Constructed Features 1 for Course 2

In Figure 4.54, correlation plot of constructed dataset 1 shows that unit mean
scores and exam scores are correlated separately in each. Also, exam 5 and 6 are more
correlated with unit mean scores than other units.
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Figure 4.55: Decision Tree of Constructed Dataset 1 for Course 2 for the
prediction of the final score.
Figure 4.55 is a pruned decision tree, built using the J48 algorithm [14]. It has
an 85% accuracy in predicting the final score. We observe that the midterm is a strong
predictor of the final score.
4.5.3.2 Constructed Dataset 2

Figure 4.56: Histogram of Tree of Constructed Features 2 for Course 2
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Figure 4.57: Box Plots of Tree of Constructed Features 2 for Course 2 shows
that the averages of all features, except for the percentile of absences, are in the same
range as the final score.
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Figure 4.58: Decision Tree of Constructed Features 2 for Course 2 for the
prediction of the final score. This is a pruned decision tree, build with the J48 algorithm.
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It has 77% accuracy in predicting the final score. We observe that the gender feature
has the highest impact on our prediction model.
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OPINIONS OF STUDENTS WHO TOOK THE FLIPPED CLASSES
By applying a data science on the flipped class dataset, we extracted knowledge to
understand how students did in a flipped classroom, and to predict their final score, etc.
But how about student opinions about the flipped class approach?
Education is heavily involved with psychology, and the flipped classroom is an
innovative pedagogical approach in the traditional education system. We believe that
student opinion is important and may be a good complement to the quantitative data
analysis in this study. Absent the evaluation reports, we looked at ratemyprofessor.com
to see if there are any comments about Courses 1 and 2. In the page of Dr. Jeff Hieb1,
who is the instructor and implementer of the flipped classroom, we found 29 total
ratings about this professor along with comments about Courses 1 and 2. We recognize
that the online rating data can be unreliable, since in many cases, there is no guarantee
of authenticity and that the data may suffer from selection bias (e.g., unhappy students
may submit online ratings more than happy students) and other random sampling
biases.
Overall, the quality ratings of Dr. Hieb is 4.8 out of 5, 100% of the raters say they
would take the class again, and the level of difficulty is 3.2 out of 5. There are many
great comments about the professor. Specifically, we looked for Course 1 and 2. The
general student opinion is that these classes need much effort, however they give better
understanding about the lecture. Several quotes of the students are included below:

1

http://www.ratemyprofessors.com/ShowRatings.jsp?tid=1209438
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•

“It's a flipped classroom, its more work but you get a deeper knowledge of the
material.”

•

“The inverse classroom method he uses for the calc classes work very well.”

•

“Engineering based calculus is tough but he structures his classroom in a way
that makes it very do-able.”

•

“His teaching style is way different from other calc professors he has a group
teaching style vs a lecture hall which i find more helpful.”

•

His teaching style is different than most engineering classes, but it are structured
around the student. Engineering math is still hard, but Hieb is great.

As we can see, the student opinion is extremely positive about the flipped classroom
and there is not even one negative comment.
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CONCLUSION
In this thesis, we presented a data science pipeline to analyze the education data
set consisting of scores in lessons, homework, exams, etc. in a flipped classroom model
for J.B. Speed School of Engineering Students. We used a combination of classical
statistical methods with computational visualization and machine learning. Some of the
visualizations revealed trends in the increase of scores within and across units, as well
as differences based on gender and having taken the flipped classroom before. To
confirm some of our findings about gender and the flipped class factor, we applied the
findings chi-square test of independence. For gender; the p-value was 0.004068 which
is less than 0.05; the average score is thus dependent on the gender of students. For the
flipped class; p-value was 0.6659 which is less than 0.05, the average score
is independent of the flipped class factor of students. However, we emphasize that
visualizations tend to be interpreted subjectively, while rigorous statistical tests remain
the best way to verify certain conclusions. On the other hand, visualizations, especially
on large data sets, can reveal certain patterns that we may not anticipate, and thus help
generate hypotheses to be tested in a later stage.
While our objective was not to predict the final score, we did build machine
learning models that can predict this score based on a variety of constructed features.
The main goal of these models was to explore which features had the biggest impact on
the final score, generally considered as a measure of overall student success in a class.
Future work involves improving and constructing new visualizations, as well as
continuing some of the hypothesis generation and rigorous statistical testing and
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modeling. Other approaches such as sequential pattern mining are also needed to
support some of the visual inspection of the heat maps. Other data can also be captured
to support investigations that leverage data science, based on some of the conclusions
we made and unanswered questions.
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